Diagnostic significance of 'benign pairs' and signet ring cells in fine needle aspirates (FNAs) of the breast.
Most breast mass lesions are readily characterized by FNA with cytodiagnosis. Occasionally, benign but markedly proliferative lesions are diagnostically difficult to separate from well differentiated malignancies. We present information pertaining to the diagnostic significance of two cytologic findings observed in breast aspiration specimens, namely pairs of stripped bipolar nuclei and signet ring cells (SRC). We have evaluated aspirate smears from 219 cases of histologically proven benign (n = 114) and malignant (n = 105) breast lesions. Both singlets and pairs of bipolar nuclei and SRC were enumerated, and their numbers were correlated to histological diagnosis. Closely associated pairs of stripped bipolar nuclei were found in 68% of benign lesions compared with only 3.8% of carcinomas, establishing their presence as a highly specific indicator of a benign process. Large numbers of such 'benign pairs' also favoured the diagnosis of fibroadenoma. SRC were identified in 66% of histologically proven carcinomas (67% of ductal and 70% of lobular). SRC were also present in 10% of histologically benign cases. In the malignant cases, SRC were most frequently noted in a single cell distribution or within small, loosely cohesive tissue fragments. In the benign instances, SRC were most commonly noted within large fragments, and many of these cells were proved by immunohistochemical reactions to be vacuolated myoepithelial cells. We conclude that the presence of bipolar nuclei in closely associated pairs suggests benignity and aids in the subclassification of benign breast masses. In addition, the presence of SRC does not aid in the classification of tumour subtype (ductal vs lobular), and the occurrence of such cells in the proper context should prompt surgical biopsy.